WKTCS Monthly Meeting Sept 16 2021
Attendance: Dylan, Greg, Kimme, Robin, Clayton, Doug
Regrets: Peter, Mike
Adopt minutes from last meeting
Adopt agenda
President’s report-Not at this time
Finance Report Robin-Good news, nothing owing, healthy balance, applying for Grant from city
of WK to pay for insurance. A few memberships are trickling in.
Other Business:
Trail Days. Problem with trial days and dry conditions limiting ability to effectively fix trails.
Schedule change to do SC Sept 26th, and RV Oct 3. Plan on a big wind up thank you to all
volunteers Robin/Greg to do food, Dylan to review what he has left for door prizes etc.
****Late notice that Mike pointed out scheduled day for RV was Sept 26 th and we had been
advertising this all along. ALSO MTBCO running a Funduro race Oct 3 and has asked that we
kindly change our Oct 3 day to help support their event. NO DECISION has been finalised yet.
Some discussion about a few existing trails in the RV network that are not on trail Forks and not
sanctioned within RSTBC.
Discussion about adopt a trail program and what it means to the trail sponsors. Need to create
a document outlining our expectations etc to define for the sponsors what they can/can’t do.
Some sponsors have gone ahead with adding amenities to ‘their’ trail and we need to ensure
that any trail additions are run by the board prior to enacting.
Outbound Cycle has invited us to set up a tent at their customer appreciation event to generate
some interest and be available to answer questions. Clayton, Robin, and Greg to man the tent
Website issues. Clayton pointed out the website is a bit clunky as far as the membership portal
and indicated we may need to revamp the website. Clayton to discuss options with web
designer
RSTBC Document. Clayton wrote out a document outlining in rough/early terms ideas for new
trail area West of existing Smith Creek area with parking in Talus Ridge. A great draft and idea
to outline our proposal to build a new climb trail and create new trails to expand overall riding
area, reduce traffic in Smith Creek area and to allow more parking in another area away from
current parking at Smith Creek.
AGM. Requirements for notice of AGM, potential for in person AGM depending on current
COVID situation. Greg to find out
Next meeting October

